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Abstract
There are simple arithmetic conditions necessary for the complete bipartite graph Km;n to have a complete factorisation
by subgraphs which are made up of disjoint copies of Kp;q. It is conjectured that these conditions are also su0cient
(something already proved in the balanced case where m = n). In this paper, we prove the conjecture for a signi3cant
new in3nite family in the unbalanced case where p= 1. As a consequence we prove the general conjecture for complete
K1;3-factorisations.
c© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This paper continues the study of complete bipartite factorisations of complete bipartite graphs following work in the
papers cited in the bibliography. Theorem 2.5 of [3] states simple necessary Basic Arithmetic Conditions (BAC) to the
existence of a complete Kp;q-factorisation of Km;n. The long-term aim is to prove the following:
The BAC Conjecture. The Basic Arithmetic Conditions referred to above are also su0cient.
Following the initial work in [3–5], an idea of Robert Stong involving permutation di@erences was used in [6] to 3ll
the 3nal gap needed to prove the conjecture completely in the balanced case where m= n.
The unbalanced case (m = n) seems to be much less tractable. Various authors [1,2,7–9] have made some progress in
the case of star-factorisations (p= 1), while recently Wang and Du [10] have solved the case (p; q) = (2; 3) completely.
The purpose of this paper is to begin the attack on the so-called base cases for unbalanced star-factorisations, the
solutions to which would solve the conjecture. The preferred approach starts from the observation that, within any factor
of Km;n whose components are stars K1; k , the number of stars with centres on the two sides of the bipartition will be in a
3xed ratio x : y, say, for a coprime pair x, y. Given k, x and y there is a simple formula which determines the relevant
base case for this ratio (see Theorem 2) and to prove the conjecture for this situation, it is then su0cient to display a
factorisation for this example.
In Theorems 3 and 6 we provide such factorisations is all cases where x and y are coprime and odd, gcd(x+y; k−1)=2
and either y¿k or y = k and x¿y. Using this and known results from [3], we can deduce that the BAC conjecture is
true for all K1;3-factorisations.
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2. The standard framework
We deal with undirected simple graphs. The complete bipartite graph Km;n has vertex set A ∪ B where A has size m
and B size n and edge set, all edges from a vertex in A to one in B. If one of these two sets is a singleton, the graph is
a star.
Given graphs S and T , an S-factor of T is a spanning subgraph of T which is an edge-disjoint union of a number of
copies of S. A complete S-factorisation of T is a decomposition of T as a union of edge-disjoint S-factors. In the case
where T is complete bipartite, we have a nice equivalent description of such a factorisation.
Lemma 1. A complete S-factorisation of a bipartite graph Km;n with  S-factors, equates to an m × n matrix F , say,
where the entries of F are labelled by integers 1; : : : ;  and those entries with the same integer i, say, correspond to
the edges in the ith S-factor.
We call this matrix the factor matrix of the factorisation.
Proof. The rows of F correspond to the m-set of the bipartition and the columns to the n-set of the bipartition. Any place
in F then corresponds to the edge between the vertices corresponding to the row and column indices of that place.
Clearly, given such a complete factorisation, certain arithmetical conditions must be satis3ed; e.g. the number of edges
in an S-factor must divide the number of edges in T . When both S and T are complete bipartite graphs, there are a number
of such conditions which may be inspected in [3]. The BAC Conjecture is that these conditions are in fact su0cient for
the existence of a factorisation in this case.
So we let S =Kp;q and T =Km;n. In practice, it is easily shown (see [3]) that the conjecture need only be proved when
gcd(p; q) = 1, and for the least pair m, n for which the arithmetic conditions are satis3ed. This least base pair can be
readily identi3ed. In any Kp;q-factorisation, the components of a given factor come in two varieties, one oriented as p×q
and the other as q× p within the factor matrix. The ratio between the two types is, however, 3xed for the factorisation
and will be called the balance ratio x : y, in what follows. In practice, we can assume that x and y are a coprime pair.
The balance ratio determines the base pair. (Note: the roles of x and y in [3] are reversed here.)
Theorem 2. (Martin [3]). Given coprime pairs (p; q) and (x; y), the base pair for the Kp;q-factorisation with balance
ratio x : y is given by m = (qx + py), n = (px + qy) where  is the denominator of the (reduced) fraction
((q− p)xy)=(pq(x + y)).
So, for example, in the balanced case (x= y=1), the base pair is m= n=pq(p+ q) when p and q are both odd, and
m= n= 2pq(p+ q) when one is even.
The standard construction in [3] tends to give solutions to the BAC conjecture when either pq or xy is even.
3. Main results
We 3x p = 1 and q = k and prove results where the balance ratio x : y is composed of odd numbers and gcd(x + y;
k − 1) = 2.
Theorem 3. Let k, x and y be three odd positive integers such that gcd(x; y) = gcd(x; k) = 1, gcd(x + y; k − 1) = 2 and
y¿k then the base case has a complete K1; k -factorisation.
Proof. Let d= gcd(k; y) so that k = dk ′ and y= dy′. From Theorem 2, the base case is (m; n) = ((kx+ y); (x+ ky))
where = 12 k
′(x+y). For the rest of this proof we set = 12 (k
′x+y′) and = 12 (x+ky), m=k(x+y) and n=k
′(x+y).
Calculation shows that the number of factors required for the base case is 2 and that each factor will identify x
vertical K1; k components and y horizontal components. Here vertical will correspond to a k × 1 subarray in the factor
matrix F (cf. Lemma 1) and horizontal to a 1× k subarray (subarrays may not necessarily have contiguous rows and/or
columns).
We divide F into a square (x + y)× (x + y) array G of blocks each of size k × k ′.
The construction of F is to 3ll the blocks of G by two main types of arrangement which we call vertical and horizontal
because they will identify the K1; k components of the respective types.
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In allocating factor labels in the required range 1; : : : ; 2 to places in these blocks, we shall distinguish between the
lower range 1; : : : ;  and the higher range +1; : : : ; 2, by use of the respective letters L and H which may be varied
by case or by font as required.
Vertical lower range G-blocks. Vertical lower range G-blocks are modelled on the block L constructed as follows. A
G-block has size k × k ′. We divide it further into a horizontal array J of k ′ blocks each of size k × . Each block
of J is modelled on the array l which is composed of  rows of  vertical tiles each of size k × 1. Each such tile has a
single factor label and the labels on the ith row of tiles are (from left to right in order) (i − 1)+ 1; : : : ; i.
The standard rotation li; j of the model l is de3ned by rotating the rows of l cyclically kj places downwards (so rows
of k × 1 tiles cycle j places) and the columns cyclically i places to the right. Thus l= l0;0.
The standard model L for a G-block, is then made up of the row l0;0l0;1 · · · l0; k′−1 of k ′ blocks of type l.
To show that we have a complete factorisation, we need to know how to identify where a particular factor label is.
We shall keep track of label 1 as an exemplar, and appeal to the highly cyclic structure of the construction to satisfy
ourselves about the others.
To understand how this label appears in L, we interpret the structure of L as made up of  minor rows of vertical
k × 1 tiles, and also as k ′ major columns each of which is made up of  ordinary columns.
From this model L, we construct variants L(r; s) based on rotations of rows and columns. The row lkr; slkr; s+1 · · · lkr; s+k′−1
is the corresponding J -block structure for L(r; s), where the 3rst sub-index is interpreted modulo  and the second modulo
. Again we can track where label 1 is quite easily.
Vertical higher range G-blocks. All the above can be repeated changing the letter l to h and L to H etc. and changing
every label i to i + .
Inserting the vertical G-blocks in F . We 3rst place a sequence of blocks in places G1i for 16 i6 x allocated as
G1i = L(∗; k ′i − 1); 16 i6 (x + 1)2 ;
G1i = H
(
∗; k ′
(
i − (x + 1)
2
))
− 1; (x + 1)
2
¡i6 x;
where the asterisk corresponds to horizontal rotations yet to be de3ned.
In the second row of G we assign a complementary pattern of blocks to the places G2i, 26 i6 x + 1 (i.e. the places
of the 3rst row shifted diagonally down and to the right one place) but with then roles of L and H reversed. The pattern
in the 3rst two rows is then repeated diagonally down and to the right two places at a time to 3ll x places in every row.
The following is easily checked.
Lemma 4. Under the above allocation, every column of G is allocated either (x+1)=2 L-blocks and (x− 1)=2 H-blocks
or (x + 1)=2 H-blocks and (x − 1)=2 L-bblocks. All the even index columns of G have one of these two types and all
the odd index columns have the other type.
Finally, we assign the horizontal rotations (the missing values indicated by the asterisks above) as follows:
Read down the 3rst column for L-blocks. For the ith one found, apply a horizontal rotation of i− 1. Do the same for
the H-blocks and repeat the process in the second column. Finally replicate over the remainder of G by the same diagonal
procedure as before.
Call rows and columns with a majority of L-blocks low and the others high. So odd indexed rows are low, low and high
assignations alternate for both columns and rows, but the 3rst column may be odd or even depending on the particular
values of x and y.
We can now identify where the label 1 appears.
Lemma 5.
(1) In every low (respectively high) row of G, the 9rst k ′(x+1)=2 (respectively k ′(x−1)=2) minor rows contain precisely
one instance of label 1.
(2) In every low (respectively high) column of G, the 9rst (x+ 1)=2 (respectively (x− 1)=2) ordinary columns of every
major column contain precisely k copies of label 1.
(3) Similar (but with roles reversed) statements are true with respect to the label + 1.
Proof. Subject to one concern, the veri3cation is straightforward. We must only check that the number of minor rows and
ordinary columns are su0cient to prevent the vertical and horizontal rotations coming back on themselves. This requires
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k ′(x+1)=26  and (x+1)=26 . The former equates to k ′6 y′ and hence k6 y, but we know that k ¡y by hypothesis.
The latter equates to ky¿ 1 which follows similarly.
Horizontal lower range G-blocks. Horizontal lower range G-blocks are modelled on the blocks of type L constructed
as follows. Again we divide a G-block of size k × k ′ into a row of k ′ smaller blocks of type l and size k × . The
ideas of major columns and minor rows continue.
We de3ne l by specifying its rows. Given i, 16 i6 k there are unique q, r such that i=(q−1)k+r where 16 r6 k.
The ith row of l is then the ith row of l cyclically rotated r − 1 places to the right. So, within any minor row we have
fanned out labels so that identical labels never appear twice in the same column (it is easily checked that under the
hypotheses of the theorem, ¿k, so that the fanning process cannot come back on itself).
We also have standard rotations li; j of l, obtained by rotating the rows of l cyclically downwards ki places and the
columns j places cyclically to the right. The G-block L is made up of a horizontal sequence of k ′ identical blocks l0;0.
In L, the exemplar label 1 occupies the top k individual rows (i.e. the top minor row) and the leftmost k ′ individual
columns of every major column. In particular it appears k ′ times in any row that it is in. We also have standard rotations
Lr; s which have the e@ect of rotating the minor rows cyclically r places down and the individual columns within any
major column cyclically s places to the right. Thus Lr; s is a sequence of k ′ identical blocks lr; s. Again we can track
where label 1 is quite easily.
Horizontal higher range G-blocks. All the above can be repeated changing the letter l to h and L to H, etc. and
changing every label i to i + .
Inserting the horizontal G-blocks in F . The process here is to show that we can insert the correct numbers of horizontal
blocks of type L and H in the remaining available spaces in the 3rst two rows of G, and then to complete G by cyclic
diagonal repetition just as we did the vertical blocks. In fact we shall also need to de3ne a pair of hybrid low/high
horizontal blocks to complete things properly. This will be an existence proof which will nonetheless describe how to
e@ect the placements in practice.
Recall that low and high rows and columns in G are de3ned by the preponderances of low and high vertical blocks
allocated in them. The 3rst row is low and the second high and then they alternate. The particular values of x and y
determine whether the 3rst column is high or low, but thereafter the columns again alternate in type.
Consider the 3rst row of G. As it is low, Lemma 5 shows that there are −k ′(x+1)=2=(y′−k ′)=2 minor rows uncovered
by the label 1. This is positive, since k ′¡y′, so we shall, in principle, require d(y′ − k ′)=2 = (y − k)=2 type L-blocks
to be inserted to the y unassigned blocks of G in row 1. (The extra d is necessary because each block only contributes
k ′ entries for each horizontal factor, not the k = dk ′ required.) Similarly, we would require d(y′ + k ′)=2= (y+ k)=2 type
H-blocks to ensure coverage by the label 1 + .
In the second row of G these numbers are reversed as the roles of low and high interchange.
In practice, the blocks G1; x+1 and G1; x+2 will be the special hybrids referred to above, so the actual allocations will be
one less than the numbers stated for the 3rst row only of the two.
Now consider the 3rst column of G. Without loss of generality we may assume it is low. The already allocated vertical
blocks of type L ensure (Lemma 5) that the 3rst (x + 1)=2 ordinary columns of each major column have been covered
by the label 1, leaving "=(ky−1)=2 uncovered. Similarly looking at the high blocks the 3rst (x−1)=2 ordinary columns
in a major column are covered by the label 1 +  leaving (ky + 1)=2 = " + 1 uncovered. In the second column these
numbers are interchanged because the column is high rather than low.
In every horizontal L-block, label 1 occupies k individual columns of each major column. By selecting suitable rotations
of L, we can ensure that the columns used are those which will deal with the ones not yet covered by vertical blocks. In a
low column of G the maximum number of possible insertions of L-blocks this way is the integer quotient of " by k and for
a high column it is the integer quotient of "+1 by k. But these numbers are equal as "=k	=y=2	=("+1)=k	=(y−1)=2.
In addition, " + (" + 1) = ky.
Exactly the same is true for the typical high label (1 + ) with the roles of low and high reversed throughout.
Even if we achieve the coverage stated, however, we shall still, for the factor label 1, be left with (k − 1)=2 ordinary
columns of each major column uncovered in a low column and (k + 1)=2 in a high column (and vice-versa for factor
label 1 + ). These remaining issues will be dealt with by the yet-to-be-de3ned hybrid blocks of which one will appear
in each low and each high column.
With these observations we have set a number of constraints on the placement of L- and H-blocks in rows 1 and 2
of G. In particular, if a, b∈{h; l}, where h stands for high and l for low, and we de3ne sab to be the number of horizontal
A-blocks which are to be placed in B-columns in row 1 (and similarly tab in row 2), the following equations must be
satis3ed:
shh + shl + slh + sll = y − 2; (1)
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thh + thl + tlh + tll = y; (2)
slh + sll =
y − k
2
− 1; (3)
shl + shh =
y + k
2
− 1; (4)
tlh + tll =
y + k
2
; (5)
thl + thh =
y − k
2
; (6)
sll + tll =
y − 1
2
; (7)
slh + tlh =
y − 1
2
; (8)
shl + thl =
y − 1
2
; (9)
shh + thh =
y − 1
2
: (10)
Eqs. (1) and (2) come from the number of blocks available in each row (allowing for the two hybrid ones in row 1).
Eqs. (3)–(6) arise from the need to cover all the minor rows (except one in row 1), and (7)–(10) from the coverage
associated with columns 1 and 2 of G, using the observation that the diagonal replication of the 3rst two rows of G will
3ll the 3rst column of G (which we assumed low) from the low columns available in rows 1 and 2, and the second from
the high columns. The hybrid entries in row 1 will appear one in column 1 and the other in column 2.
Thus we have 10 equations in 8 unknowns for which we require non-negative integer solutions. The system is conve-
niently linearly dependent, and has a nice choice of solution in the form
sll = 0; slh =
y − k
2
− 1; shl = k − 12 ; shh =
y − 1
2
;
tll =
y − 1
2
; tlh =
k + 1
2
; thl =
y − k
2
; thh = 0:
Using these values, we simply allocate 3rst, types (L and H) to the appropriate numbers of blocks in the 3rst two
rows according to how many of each must end up in high and low columns, and second, we use appropriate row and
column rotations to 3ll in everything we need. This is always possible since row rotations and column rotations are
completely independent of each other, so that the allocation for rows can be made and then for columns as necessary.
After this has been done, factor labels 1 and 1 +  have proper coverage in all but the 3nal minor row in row 1 of
G, where we are missing k ′ entries for each. In column 1 of G, the rightmost (k − 1)=2 ordinary columns of each major
column will be missing factor label 1 and the rightmost (k + 1)=2 ordinary columns will be missing factor label 1 + ,
and vice-versa in column 2 of G.
Our long-awaited hybrid blocks complete the picture. We call the 3rst LH. Start with L and focus on any given
minor row (comprising k ordinary rows). Within such a minor row, change any factor label i in the 3nal (k + 1)=2
ordinary rows to i+; rotate each of the 3rst (k−1)=2 rows cyclically (k−1)=2 places to the left and the 3nal (k+1)=2
rows cyclically k places to the left. Finally, rotate the minor rows of the block upwards cyclically one place to obtain
LH.
Factor label 1 now occupies the 3nal (k − 1)=2 columns and the top (k − 1)=2 rows of the 3nal minor row while the
factor label 1 +  occupies the 3nal (k + 1)=2 columns and the bottom (k + 1)=2 rows of the 3nal minor row.
We construct the second hybrid block HL in exactly the same way but reversing the roles of high and low wherever
they occur.
Now place LH in the remaining low column place in row 1 of G and HL in the remaining high column place.
Repeat diagonally across G and the construction is complete.
The structure of the hybrid blocks is precisely what is needed to complete the coverage of the 3nal minor row in row
1 of G for our exemplar labels and also in columns 1 and 2 of G.
Finally, it should be clear that the cyclical nature of the constructions and the way in which the basic horizontal and
vertical high and low blocks are arranged is enough to demonstrate that what is true for the exemplar labels is true for
every label, so that we do indeed have our required factorisation. Equally, the assumption that column 1 of G was low
poses no di0culty, as the arguments Low through mutatis mutandis in the case where it is high.
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With a little more work we can squeeze a bit more out of the idea of this proof. Recall that there was a point at which
we needed y′¿ k ′ but that the hybrid blocks actually required y¿k. We can deal with the case y= k but at the expense
of a further condition on x.
Theorem 6. Let k, and x be odd positive coprime integers, such that gcd(x+ k; k− 1)=2 and x¿k, then the base case
for x and y = k has a complete K1; k -factorisation.
Proof. The basic constructions of the high and low horizontal and vertical blocks used to 3ll the matrix G are as before.
Note that in this case k ′=1 so there is only a single major column in any such block. Also =(x+1)=2 and =(x+k2)=2.
The key will be to place the vertical blocks in such a way as to allow us to avoid the need for the two hybrid blocks at
the end.
As x¿k, both integers w = (x + k)=2 and v = (x − k)=2 are positive.
Allocate vertical L-blocks to the 3rst w entries of column 1 of G and H-blocks to the next v entries. In the second
column of G leave the 3rst entry blank for now and 3ll the next w with H-blocks and the v after that with L-blocks.
Repeat this pattern two columns at a time diagonally over the rest of G as usual and then apply the rotational structure
of the minor rows and the ordinary columns as we did before, noting that in any row there are again (x+1)=2 blocks of
one type and (x − 1)=2 of the other.
Thus carrying forward the terminology, here column 1 of G is low, column 2 is high and thereafter the types alternate.
Rows also alternate low and high, but the 3rst row may be either, depending on the initial values of x and k. Without
loss of generality we assume row 1 of G is low.
Counting the vertical blocks shows that in row 1 of G, all the minor rows are fully covered by factor label 1 and all
but one by factor label 1 +  (and vice versa in row 2).
The situation in column 1 of G is that w of the  ordinary columns have been covered by factor label 1, leaving
−w= k(k − 1)=2 uncovered. Similarly for factor label 1 + , − v= k(k +1)=2 ordinary columns are uncovered. Both
these quantities are exactly divisible by k as k ± 1 is even.
The second stage of the proof is to 3t in the horizontal blocks to complete the coverage. We have equations similar
to (1)–(10) above to solve, except that these are much simpli3ed by the fact that we must have sll = slh = thl = thh = 0.
This leaves us with tll = (k − 1)=2, tlh = (k +1)=2, shl = (k +1)=2 and shh = (k − 1)=2, which is a valid solution for what
we need. So simply 3lling in the spare spaces in row 1 of G by H-blocks and those of row 2 by L-blocks we have
exactly what is required to complete the problem in exactly the same way as before.
4. K1;3-factorisations
There is now enough to solve completely the problem for K1;3-factorisations.
Theorem 7. The BAC conjecture is true for K1;3-factorisations.
Proof. We need to 3nd a factorisation for the base case associated with the balance ration of any pair of positive coprime
integers (x; y). Without loss of generality we may assume that only y is divisible by 3 (if either x or y is).
Theorem 5.3 of [3] deals with the case x = y = 1. Theorem 4.4 of [3] deals with the cases where one of x or y is
even. Theorem 3 above deals with all cases where x is odd and y¿ 3 and Theorem 6 above deals with the case y = 3
and x¿ 3.
All that remains is (x; y) = (1; 3), which is the special case dealt with in Theorem 6.2 of [3] (note that there is a
misprint in the original where it wrongly asserts wrongly that it is the case (x; y) = (1; 5)).
5. Remarks
The obvious question is: can we extend these ideas to deal with the conjecture for K1; k -factorisations where k ¿ 3? To
do so will require us to manage situations where gcd(x+y; k− 1)¿ 2. There is prima facie reason to believe that similar
techniques to those adopted here will be useful, but only when one of x and y is su0ciently large (greater than ck for
some constant c¿ 1). Indeed, the balance ratio x : y = 1 : k certainly requires a new construction.
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